
from down the street, to around the globe… Protecng What Maers Most

TRANSACTIONAL SERVICES

WHO
WE ARE

WHY
WE DO

WHAT WE DO

RELATIONSHIP BUILDERS
building and maintaining strong relaonships 
throughout the industry

SERVICE LEADERS 
serving as an extension of every client’s team 
to provide unmatched value and experse

CLIENT-DRIVEN INNOVATORS
believing there is no off-the-shelf soluon to 
fit every organizaon’s unique needs

MORE THAN A BROKER
taking a consultave approach to managing 
clients’ risk exposures

Our team of professionals is highly experienced representing 
the many parties involved in a transaction — buyers and 
sellers in privately held, publicly-traded and nonprofit 
organizations. They are:

The world is changing – presenng new opportunies and 
challenges from day to day. 

Our priority is to ensure we give our clients a complete view 
into their risks and needs to protect what maers most to 
every organizaon, every me.
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Our team is highly experienced represenng the many pares involved in a transacon — 
buyers and sellers in privately held, publicly traded companies and nonprofit organizaons.

AHT performs comprehensive transaconal reviews that include tradional corporate risk 
employee benefits and safety, surety bonds and internaonal services.

We have a solid reputaon with investors, bankers, aorneys, auditors, independent directors, 
regulators and bankruptcy trustees throughout our core vercals.

TRANSACTIONAL SERVICES

WHAT
WE DO

The risk management and human capital implicaons of a 
merger, divesture, acquision or restructuring can 
somemes be lower priories during a deal. In many 
situaons, though, the efficient evaluaon of both corporate 
and personnel risk can be the most crical part of a 
successful transacon. That’s where AHT goes to work.

HUMAN CAPITAL
AHT consults with organizaons about the benefits, safety, compliance and procedural needs 
surrounding employees in the transacon. Our assistance can help organizaons see how the final 
picture can benefit all pares, including investors, employees and other stakeholders.

CORPORATE RISK
AHT’s professionals will work with you and your deal team to find the insurance products, and 
interested Underwriters, to make insurance a cost-effecve component of your transacon. 
Some Services Include:

Contract review with specific concentraon on warranes, representaons, indemnity, insurance 
and period provisions

Board-level presentaons about the long and short-term risk transfer implicaons and how 
insurance might be a useful risk financing tool

Claims data, ligaon reviews and benchmark reports about key issues relave to the transacon

Dedicated advocacy response to claims or ligaon that arise due to the transacon
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WHY AHT FOR YOUR TRANSACTIONAL NEEDS?
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